MEETING TIMES  Monday Wednesday 3.30-4.50 PM

INSTRUCTOR

George Varghese
EBU3B - 3130
Tel: (office) 822 0424, email: varghese@cs.ucsd.edu

OFFICE HOURS  Wednesday 5.00 - 6.00 PM

COURSE OBJECTIVES  CS228H assumes that you have had some networking background though we will quickly review essential networking material. Ideally, you should have taken cs123a, cs123b, or cs223. If not, you need to chat with me before

WORK INVOLVED  • Exams and Quizzes There will be a midterm and a final examination. The midterm and exams will allow you to bring in a 2-sided (possibly typed) cheat sheet but no other materials.
• Homework I will handout some HW problems. Due to the lack of a TA, I will only randomly select some to grade. I may select more if I can find a TA.
• Reading I will hand out copies of the transparencies I use. I will be basing the class on a book that I have written but will not require you to buy it. I will try and keep some copies on reference. We may go over some papers. There is no other text.

GRADING

The breakup of points for grading is:

Homeworks 40 %
Midterm (30 %) and Final (30 %) 60 %